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System Capture Ratio

RMF System measurement (SMF record 70) gives us the measured CPU 
consumption for the whole system.

RMF Workload measurement (SMF 30 or 72) gives us the portion that is 
accountable to any specific workload.

The sum of all the workload consumptions is always lower than the total 
system consumptions because there are some system activities (e.g. 
paging, SRM activities, part of the I/O operation, etc..) that are not 



charged to any workload.

To get a more realistic view of workload consumptions you need to 
calculate the System Capture Ratio which is the ratio between the total 
workload consumptions and the total system consumptions in a specific 

interval.

System Capture Ratio = All workloads CPU sec / System CPU sec

To estimate the real consumptions of a workload running in the system 
you have to divide that workload consumptions by the System Capture 

Ratio.

Example

Let’s suppose a system, in the peak hour, is using 1.110 CPU seconds 
and the total CPU seconds used by all workloads, in the same hour, are 

1.000.

System Capture Ratio = 1.000 CPU sec / 1.110 CPU sec = 0,9

Let’s now suppose the MYAS address space is using 100 CPU seconds in 
the peak hour. The real consumptions of MYAS have to be corrected as 

follows:

MYAS CPU sec = 100 CPU sec / 0,9 = 111 CPU sec

z15 Capacity Planning - Part 1

On September 12th IBM announced its new generation of the 
mainframe. The new system is called IBM z15 while the family 
model is 8561

Experienced capacity planners know that every new generation 
of machines provides a major challenge to their skills. They also 
know that their best friends are the IBM LSPR benchmarks, the 
IBM zPCR tool, the Measurement Facility counters provided in 
SMF 113 and an up to date performance database.

In the first part of this paper we’ll have a look at the most 
important capacity characteristics of the IBM z15. Starting from 
the IBM LSPR benchmarks we’ll then estimate the MIPS capacity 
of each IBM z15 processor model.
Finally, we will compare z15 single CP capacity and workload 
variability with previous machine generations. 

In the second part we’ll compare z14 and z15 processor cache 
architecture. Then we’ll analyse in more detail the new z15 
Measurement Facility basic and extended counters provided in 
SMF 113, using them to calculate the %L1M (percentage of 
cache Level 1 miss), the RNI and the CPI indexes



If you want to receive the paper you can reply to this e-mail 
writing  " z15 Capacity Planning - Part 1" in the subject

EPV User Group 2019 – Summary report  

On September, 26th, 2019 we held our XVII International User 
Group in Rome.
The malediction of the number (17th) hit us, as many had to 
cancel at the last minute for personal problems (lot of flu and 
fever in Europe).
Nonetheless we had 43 people from 20 different Companies and 
8 different Countries participating to the conference.
The feedbacks provided has been very positive and many people 
commented they were bringing home new interesting ideas to 
discuss internally and eventually implement.
If you are a customer and you are interested in some of the 
papers presented, ask for them by sending an email to 
epv.info@epvtech.com. 
See you at our next (18th) EPV User Group.

SpDUG forum 2019

The Spanish Db2 User Group forum 2019 will be held on 8th 
October in Madrid at Hotel Melia Avenida de America.
EPV Technologies will sponsor the event.
We will also present “Db2 V12: performance benefits out-of-the-
box”.
More details at: 
https://www.spdug.org/spdug-forum/spdug-forum-2019

Important IBM corrections for Db2

PH11200: HIGH CPU IN DIST ADDRESS SPACE AFTER 
APPLY PI99529
Customer may see higher then usual CPU in the DIST address 
space with APAR PI99529 applied. 
An error in PI99529 results in a longer than expected chain of 
SPME blocks in an environment that contains similar 
IPADDResses for Db2 clients. 
CPU may increase over time for the DIST address space as the 
chain increases because the search time will then increase.
More details at: 
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
uid=swg1PH11200



PH13024: HIGH CPU FROM STORAGE THRASHING DUE TO 
KCL BLOCK LEAK OR RC00E2000C
Storage leak from KCL blocks used lots of storage causing z/OS 
RSM busy replenishing storage to the system. 
In doing so, it used high amount of CPU, caused slow system 
performance and sysplex-wide contention. 
The system then became inoperable.
Eventually the system was automatically isolated from the 
sysplex by z/OS and went into a disabled wait state.
More details at:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
uid=swg1PH13024

RECIPES

Risotto allo zafferano e salsiccia
Ingredients

320 g carnaroli rice
300 g sausage

1.5 l meat broth
1 shallot
  saffron
butter

parmesan
1/2 glass white wine
extra virgin olive oil



Method
Chop the shallots finely and brown them in a pan with oil, being very 

careful not to burn it. In the meantime, remove the sausage from 
the skin and reduce it to irregular pieces.

Add the sausage to the sauté and continue to brown and pour in the 
rice. Blend with half a glass of white wine, let it evaporate and add 

the broth, stirring constantly.

For the last rounds dissolve the saffron in the ladle before pouring it 
into the pot. Remove the risotto from the heat and stir in a knob of 

butter and grated Parmesan.

Leave to rest for a few minutes before serving.

QUOTES

“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.”

Theodore Roosevelt
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